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Contact Us
How to subscribe or purchase
Oxford Quick Reference
Available by subscription to institutions and individuals, and as a collection 
to purchase in perpetuity for institutional customers worldwide.

Oxford Reference Library
Available to purchase in perpetuity by institutional customers worldwide  
on a title-by-title basis. To learn more, request pricing, or to set up a  
FREE TRIAL, contact your library Sales Representative.

Customers outside North and South America
E: institutionalsales@oup.com   T: +44(0)1865 353750

Customers in North and South America
E: library.sales@oup.com   T: +1 (800)624-0153

In-Library Support
Visit ‘Subscriber Services’ at www.oxfordreference.com to learn more 
about how we can help you promote Oxford Reference in your library, and 
get the most out of this resource.

•   MARC21 records available free of charge
•   COUNTER-compliant usage statistics at title level
•   Onsite and remote training opportunities
•   Online tutorials and quick user guides
•   Promotional tools including posters, bookmarks, pens, bags and more
•   Remote access support via Athens and Shibboleth*

*Not available in North and South America

A new, and free, discovery service, the Oxford Index enables users to search 
across Oxford’s digital academic offerings, including all content on Oxford 
Reference, from a single point of entry and receive recommendation of the best 
related content, resulting in an enhanced research experience at all levels.

Learn more at oxfordindex.oup.com

Oxford Index
A Free Search and Discovery Gateway 

www.oxfordreference.com 

Oxford Reference 
Answers with authority

“People need reference at different stages of their   
research journey… and this is where the range of  

Oxford’s publishing provides unique connections.”
Robert Faber, Editorial Director, Reference, OUP

“Oxford Reference gives users the opportunity to create  
their own web of associations through extraordinary  

material that is attractively presented.” 
Professor Henry Woudhuysen, Co-General Editor to The Oxford Companion to the Book

The Oxford Reference Story...
For more than 80 years, Oxford University Press 
has been proud to publish some of the world’s most 
acclaimed and frequently-used reference works.
Over the years, we have built upon our reputation for research and 
scholarship and we remain committed to providing the highest-
quality reference content across a wide range of subject areas. 

10 years after Oxford Reference Online and the Oxford Digital 
Reference Shelf first went online we are moving our award-winning 
reference to a brand new home, relaunching the sites as Oxford 
Reference. Now, with over 2-million entries from over 300 titles, 
Oxford Reference is the perfect place to start your research journey. 

Oxford Reference today...
Oxford Reference is the home of Oxford’s quality reference 
publishing, coupling Oxford’s trusted A-Z reference 
material with an intuitive design to deliver a discoverable, 
up-to-date, and expanding reference resource.  
Made up of two fully integrated collections, and specifically designed 
to meet the needs and expectations of reference users, Oxford 
Reference provides quality, up-to-date, and fully cross-searchable 
reference content at the click of a button.

The Collections...
Oxford Quick Reference 
Quickly check a fact, or find out key 
information about a concept, person,  
or term:

•   A collection of over 125 core subject, 
language, and quotations dictionaries 
providing carefully-vetted quick results 
that users can trust

•   Updated monthly, in addition to 3 major 
updates a year which add new titles and 
editions to the collection

•   Collection available by annual subscription 
to individuals and institutions worldwide 
and as a collection to purchase for 
institutional customers worldwide

Oxford Reference Library
Delve deeper into a subject, furthering your 
research needs using in-depth articles and 
essays, and expand your subject coverage 
with more specialist titles:

•   Pick and mix from over 180 in-depth 
and specialist titles from Oxford’s award-
winning Encyclopedias and Companions, 
and a critical selection of partner 
publishers’ specialist scholarly works

•   New major reference titles added 
throughout the year, with new editions 
publishing periodically

•   Available to purchase in perpetuity by 
institutions on a title-by-title basis
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A journey through Oxford Reference
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Scope and Depth
Bringing together over 300 well-known and trusted reference titles 
which contribute to over 2-million entries, from Art and Architecture 
to Science and Technology, Oxford Reference is an essential resource 
providing invaluable support at any stage of a research journey

Seamless Pathways
More than 300,000 free Overview pages, 270 brand new Timelines, plus 
a new interface with intuitive linking, navigation, and discoverability 
helps users to locate full text content without any dead ends

Authoritative Answers
Oxford Reference content is rooted in a stable framework of higher-
level research, with regular updates to the Oxford Quick Reference 
collection providing users with carefully vetted results they can trust 

Discoverability Tools
A wealth of freely available content, MARC 21 records, OpenURL, and 
connections to the Oxford Index increase discoverability and usage of 
Oxford Reference, as well as other online resources in the library

Flexibility
Flexible buying options means institutions can build their own, 
tailored, online reference library to suit user needs

Oxford Reference Delivers

Homepage Overview page

1. Search and Browse by Subject and Reference type

2. Quick and Advanced search from every page - making 
following new paths of enquiry effortless for all levels   
of experience

3. Free ‘Did you know?’ RSS feed delivering facts and 
quotations straight to your desktop!

4. Personalization features let users save a search journey, 
favorite books, and entries for future use

1. Over 300,000 free Overview pages provide context to 
search terms and queries, and lead users on to further 
related content within Oxford Reference

2. Links to related Overview pages help users continue their 
journey by encouraging exploration of similar topics and 
themes

3. Links to other content with similar terms in their titles 
help guide users to exactly the topics they are looking for

4. Explore related Oxford content to your search using the 
Oxford Index underbar
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Entry page

1. OpenURL compliance connecting citations into your 
library’s catalogue

2. Bibliographic information ensures accuracy and 
authority of the content

3. Jump quickly to other entries on the same topic to 
discover new angles or more information

4. Over 16,000 illustrations including colour photographs, 
line diagrams, maps, and tables provide visual context
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Timeline page

1. Over 270 new Timelines offering time periods, areas, 
and themes, provide users with journeys into the content

2. Over 9,000 links to free entries from Timelines 
increasing discoverability

3. Sharing is simple with intergrated tools for social 
bookmarking, email, and citation export
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Search results page

1. Suggestions for alternative search terms provide 
guidance for users trying to locate information they need 

2. Go to an Overview page for a quick navigational guide 
around the results of your search term

3. Jump quickly to other entries on the same topic to 
discover new angles or more information

4. Refine search results to get to the exact information 
needed - making research quick and easy
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